We study the enhancement of spin coherence with periodic, concatenated, or Uhrig dynamical decoupling N -pulse sequences in a spin-1 Bose condensate, where the intrinsic dynamical instability in such a ferromagnetically interacting condensate causes spin decoherence and eventually leads to a multiple spatial-domain structure or a spin texture. Our results show that all the three sequences successfully enhance the spin coherence by pushing the wave vector of the most unstable mode in the condensate to a larger value. Among the three sequences with the same number of pulses, the concatenated one shows the best performance in preserving the spin coherence. More interestingly, we find that all the three sequences exactly follow the same enhancement law, k−T 1/2 = c, with k− the wave vector of the most unstable mode, T the sequence period, and c a sequence-dependent constant. Such a law between k− and T is also derived analytically for an attractive scalar Bose condensate subjecting to a periodic dynamical decoupling sequence.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spin coherence is of key importance to quantum devices utilizing spin degrees of freedom, e.g., a weak field magnetometer based on spin-1 Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs), which requires the spin coherence time to be as long as possible in order to improve the device sensitivity [1] . However, due to the ferromagnetic spin exchange interaction in the 87 Rb Bose condensates, the intrinsic dynamical instability causes the unstable collective modes to grow exponentially into a spin-domain or spin-texture structure and eventually sabotages the spin coherence of the condensates [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . It is highly demanded to find a practical way to enhance the spin coherence in spinor Bose condensates in order to develop a higher precision magnetometer. In fact, the spin coherence is enhanced in a 8 7Rb spin-1 condensate by localizing the spin dynamics, which was proposed to unmask other interesting effects induced by the weak magnetic dipolar interactions [5, 8] .
Some experimental techniques may be employed to manipulate the atomic spin dynamics of a spinor condensate. One is the magnetic radio-frequency pulses, which can rotate the spin in an arbitrary angle along a certain direction [5, 9] . Unfortunately, the spin exchange interaction in spin-1 condensates is rotationally invariant so that the magnetic pulses are not able to control the spinexchange-interaction induced effects. The other is the optical Feshbach resonance technique, which can adjust both the sign and the magnitude of the spin exchange coefficient c 2 = 4π 2 (a 2 − a 0 )/3m in a certain parameter range [10] , where a 0,2 is the s-wave scattering length * wenxianzhang@fudan.edu.cn and m the mass of the atom. Theoretically, it has been shown that the dynamical instability of the 87 Rb spin-1 condensate can be suppressed by periodically changing the spin exchange coefficient in a cosine form [8] .
From the viewpoint of quantum control theory, other forms of modulating the spin exchange coefficient c 2 (t) are not only easy to realize in experiments but also powerful to suppress the spin decoherence. Recently, Uhrig proposed an optimal sequence with N π-pulses to dynamically decouple a qubit from its boson environment in a spin-boson model [11] . The Uhrig dynamical decoupling (UDD) sequence has also been applied in a system of a center spin coupled with many nuclear spins [12, 13] . The results [13] show that the UDD sequence can be used to remove the dephasing terms up to O(T N +1 ), where T is the sequence period. This has aroused considerable experimental interests to demonstrate the advantages of UDD (see, e.g., [14] [15] [16] ). Moreover, the concatenated dynamical decoupling (CDD) sequence has also been demonstrated to be powerful in suppressing the decoherence in quantum systems [17] [18] [19] . Despite of the success of these dynamical decoupling (DD) sequences, they have never been tested in a Bose-Einstein condensate, where the decoherence is dominated by a very different bath consisting of unstable collective modes.
In this paper, we theoretically investigate periodic dynamical decoupling (PDD), CDD, and UDD sequences on preserving the spin coherence of a homogenous 87 Rb spin-1 Bose condensate. By comparing the performance of these sequences, we identify the optimal sequence in suppressing the dynamical instability of the spin-1 Bose condensate. Our results show that all sequences suppress the dynamic instability and the wave vector of the most unstable collective modes k − is pushed to a larger value. Although the CDD sequences behave better than the PDD or UDD sequences at the same num-ber of pulses, the same law k − T 1/2 = c, with c being a sequence-dependent constant, is followed for all the three sequences. Moreover, in a scalar Bose condensate, our analytical result for a PDD sequence further verifies this law between k − and T .
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we formulate the spin dynamics of a spin-1 condensate subjecting to a dynamical decoupling pulse sequence and describe our metric to measure the performance of the sequence. In Sec. III, we present numerical results for a spin-1 condensate and compare the performances of PDD, UDD, and CDD sequences. To understand our numerical results, we analytically investigate, in Sec. IV, a simple case of a scalar condensate subjecting to a PDD sequence. The conclusion is given in Sec. V and a brief derivation of our analytical results is provided in Appendix A.
II. SPIN DYNAMICS OF A SPIN-1 CONDENSATE SUBJECTING TO DYNAMICAL DECOUPLING SEQUENCES
In the mean-field theory, the evolution of a homogeneous three-component spin-1 Bose condensate is described by three coupled Gross-Pitaevski equations [20] [21] [22] i ∂ ∂t
where H 0 = −( 2 /2m)∇ 2 + V ext + c 0 n is the spinindependent Hamiltonian. In the above equations, c 0 = 4π 2 (a 0 + 2a 2 )/(3m) represents the spin-independent interaction and n i (r) = |Φ i (r)| 2 is the total density of the condensate with i = 0, ±1 and Φ i the condensate wave function of the ith component.
The spin dynamics of the spin-1 condensate is determined by the rest spin exchange terms containing c 2 . Depending on the sign of c 2 , the spin exchange interaction can be either ferromagnetic (c 2 < 0, e.g., 87 Rb condensates) or antiferromagnetic (c 2 > 0, e.g., 23 Na condensates) [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . It was shown that a ferromagnetically interacting spin-1 Bose condensate is dynamically unstable while an antiferromagnetically interacting one is dynamically stable [3] . In other words, the spin coherence of a ferromagnetically interacting spin-1 condensate is lost, since some collective modes grow exponentially due to the intrinsic dynamical instability.
According to the Bogoliubov approximation, the time dependent equations of motion for the collective modes in a condensate can be cast in a matrix form as follows [31] :
where
T denotes the amplitude of the collective modes and M is an effective Hamiltonian. In general, M has a matrix form as
where for a spin-1 condensate
Here, ε k = 2 k 2 /(2m) is the kinetic energy of the collective mode in a plane wave form with a wave vector k, I is a 3 × 3 identity matrix, and A 0,2 , B 0,2 are also 3 × 3 matrices given by
Obviously, matrix M is neither Hermitian nor symmetric although A 0,2 are Hermitian and B 0,2 are symmetric. However, the matrix M has paired eigenvalues with the same amplitude but different sign, due to its particular form [31] . The dynamical instability of a condensate is manifested as the existence of at least one pair of complex eigenvalues [3] . By employing the optical Feshbach resonance technique, the spin exchange coefficient c 2 can be tuned not only in amplitude but also in sign [10] . It occurs naturally to utilize such a technique to suppress the dynamical instability in a ferromagnetically interacting spin-1 Bose condensate. Previous theoretical investigation has indeed demonstrated the suppression effect by modulating c 2 (t) in a simple cosine form [8] .
From the viewpoint of the control theory, there are many more complicated DD pulse sequences which may outperform the simple cosine modulation of c 2 (t) in suppressing the dynamical instability and enhancing the spin coherence. In addition, these pulse sequences are easier to implement in experiments. Hereafter, applying a dynamical decoupling pulse means alternating the sign of c 2 but keeping its amplitude unchanged.
A PDD sequence denotes flipping the sign of c 2 back and forth periodically [see top panel in Fig. 1 ]. By concatenating PDD sequences at different levels, we obtain the CDD sequences [see middle panel in Fig. 1] . A UDD sequence [see bottom panel in Fig. 1 ] containing N pulses is defined as [11] [12] [13] where τ j is the delay between the (j −1)th and jth pulses and T = N +1 j=1 τ j is the period of the total sequence. We notice that the CDD 1 (CDD at one-level concatenation), UDD 1 (one-pulse UDD), and PDD sequence are the same, and CDD 2 and UDD 2 are also the same.
There are various choices of metric to measure the pulse sequence effect. We choose the wave vector of the most unstable mode, k − , since this mode dominates in the dynamics of the spin-1 condensate [3] . The larger the value of k − is, the better the performance of the pulse sequence will be. For a spin-1 condensate under many DD pulses, we adopt a numerical method (se below) to obtain the k − .
By applying a sequence of N DD pulses, the time evolution operator U T of the collective modes of the spin-1 Bose condensate is
where T denotes the time-ordering operator, and M ± denotes the M matrix with c 2 being either positive or negative. By diagonalizing U T and reexpressing it as U T = V † exp(−iT F )V with F a 6 × 6 diagonal matrix, we identify the wave vector of the most unstable mode k − by searching the largest imaginary part of F for different wave vector k [8] .
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR A SPIN-1 BOSE CONDENSATE
Following the procedure described at the end of Sec. II, we numerically obtain the dependence of the unstable modes on the DD sequence periods for a spin-1 Bose condensate. For the numerical simplicity, we set m = 1 and = 1. The results are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3(a) . Several interesting observations are listed as follows: i) Compared to the free evolution (T = T 0 ), all the DD sequences suppress the dynamical instability of the spin-1 condensate in three ways, narrowing the area of the unstable region, shifting k − to a larger value, and decreasing the value of F − = Im(F )| k− (the exponential growth rate of the most unstable mode).
ii) Comparing the performances of the same DD sequence at different period T , F − is almost the same but k − is shifted to a larger value when decreasing T .
iii) At the same number of pulses (N = 5) and the same sequence period, the UDD sequence shifts k − the least, while the CDD and PDD sequences behave almost the same (but both better than the UDD) [see Fig. 3(a) ]. Moreover the CDD sequence suppresses the growth rate iv) The relationship between k − and T for all PDD, UDD, and CDD sequences follows exactly the same power law: k − T 1/2 = c, where c is a sequence-dependent constant and can be obtained by numerically fitting the slope of the lines in Fig. 3(a) .
The above results clearly indicate that the dynamical instability in a ferromagnetically interacting spin-1 Bose condensate is essentially inhibited once the wavelength of the most unstable mode 2π/k − is less than the spin healing length ξ = h/ 2m|c 2 |n. Our results shows that CDD sequences most effectively suppress the dynamical instability and they are the best choice to enhance the spin coherence in a spin-1 Bose condensate.
It is not easy to fully understand all the above numerical results for a spin-1 Bose condensate in a simple picture, especially the result in (iv), because it is difficult to obtain analytical results with either the effective Hamiltonian M matrix [Eq. (3)] or the F matrix. To circumvent these difficulties, we investigate the effect of the same DD sequences but in a scalar Bose condensate, where it becomes possible for us to obtain the same behaviors but in an analytical way.
IV. RESULTS FOR SCALAR BOSE CONDENSATE
Similar to the case of a spin-1 Bose condensate, we also focus on the change of k − for the most unstable mode of a scalar condensate subjecting to DD pulses, which alternates the sign of the interaction coefficient g = 4π 2 a s /m, with a s the s-wave scattering length. The interaction between atoms is repulsive if g > 0 and attractive if g < 0 [33] . For a homogeneous scalar condensate with attractive interaction, the system is intrinsically unstable [34] . By periodically flipping the sign of g, it is possible to suppress the instability of an attractively interacting Bose condensate [8] . Fortunately, both the sign and the amplitude of g can be precisely tuned in experiments via the Feshbach resonance technique [35, 36] .
The time-dependent effective Hamiltonian M (t) matrix of the collective modes in the scalar condensate modulated by a PDD 1 sequence is given by
Following exactly the same procedures in Eq. (5) for the above M matrix, we first diagonalize the corresponding time evolution operator U T , then find out the eigenvalues of the Flouqet operator F , and finally extract the mode containing largest imaginary part F − and the corresponding wave vector k − . For a scalar Bose condensate, the matrix M (t) is much simpler than the one in a spin-1 condensate, so it is possible for us to obtain analytical results for a PDD 1 sequence. For convenience, we reform the matrix M ± in Pauli matrices as
By utilizing the properties of Pauli matrices, it is straightforward to obtain the time evolution operator
, where x ± = ε k (ε k ± 2gn) and τ = T /2. The propagator in a complete period is
and the corresponding eigenvalues of U T is
,
Since λ = exp(−iT F ), the imaginary part of the Flouquet operator follows as
We notice that the kinetic energy ε k of the most unstable mode is much larger than the interaction energy gn if the PDD 1 sequence period T is small. By assuming gn ≪ ε k and keeping to the second order of gn/ε k , we analytically obtain the relationship between the wave vector k − of the most unstable mode and the sequence period T from Eqs. (8)- (10) as
with c = √ 2π. For a detailed derivation of Eq. (11), see Appendix A.
It is difficult to obtain the analytical results for other more complex sequences such as UDD 5 , PDD 3 and CDD 3 , so we carry out numerical calculations for the scalar condensates. The results are shown in Fig. 3(b) . It is clearly shown in Fig. 3 that no matter in a spin-1 condensate or in a scalar condensate, all sequences exhibit the same relationship between k − and T : k − T 1/2 = c, with c a sequence-dependent constant (see Table I ). In conclusion, we have theoretically investigated the PDD, CDD and UDD pulse sequences on suppressing the unstable collective modes in a spin-1 Bose Einstein condensate. Our numerical results show that the three DD sequences can be used to effectively protect the coherence of the spin-1 condensate. The wave vector k − of the most unstable mode is shifted to a much larger value, which in fact enhances the spin coherence of the condensate. Furthermore, using the analytical results in a scalar condensate, we reveal an interesting relation between k − and sequence period T : According to the discussion in Sec. IV, we extract the most unstable mode which has the largest growth rates F − , satisfying d[Im(F )]/dk| k− = 0. Using Eq. (10), we find that the derivative of F is
where |λ| =    P + Q 2 x + Q 2 y − Q 2 z , λ is real,
with P and Q x,y,z given in Eq. (9) . In the complex λ case, |λ| = 1 and Im(F ) = 0, which means a stable collective mode. While in the real λ case, by defining ǫ = gn/ε k ≪ 1, λ is reformed as λ = cos y + cos y − − 1 √ 1 − 4ǫ 2 sin y + sin y − + 1 8ǫ 2 − 2 1 − cos 2y + cos 2y − + 2ǫ 2 (cos 2y + + cos 2y − + cos 2y + cos 2y − − 3) + 1 − 4ǫ 2 sin 2y + sin 2y − ,
where y ± = ε k τ √ 1 ± 2ǫ. By keeping terms up to ǫ 2 , we obtain λ ≈ cos(y + + y − ) − 2ǫ 2 sin y + sin y − + − sin 2 (y + + y − ) − 4ǫ 2 cos(y + + y − ) sin y + sin y − .
Considering the fact that ǫ ≪ 1 and λ is real (which requires the terms under the square root to be of the order of ǫ 2 ), we have y + ≈ y − ≈ k 2 τ /2, and λ ≈ cos(y + + y − ) + O(ǫ).
Thus, as long as y + + y − = π, dF − dk = 0, which gives rise to the relationship in Eq. (11), i.e.,
Another concern is the suppression of F − . According to Eq. (A4), when k − T 1/2 = √ 2π,
if we keep terms up to the order of ǫ. Finally, we obtain that
which shows that F − depends very weakly on k − .
